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We know that after a year of virtual events, many of you may not have
had the time, or energy, to fully engage with this year’s digital Cannes
Lions sessions. With that in mind, our annual Cannes Wrap looks a bit
different this year as we ‘sent’ a team of roving reporters from across
the MediaCom network to tune in to the event and share the best bits.
Rob Reilly, Global Chief Creative Officer of WPP, succinctly summed up
the essential ingredient of this year’s most successful work as “purpose
disruption” and our reporters identified purpose, Diversity and Inclusion
and wellbeing as the core themes in both the content and the award
winners. These are, of course, areas that are of utmost importance to our
industry and society as a whole and every brand needs to have an
action plan for all three if they are to thrive in the years ahead. Our teams
at MediaCom are here to help guide and advise you along your journey.
Finally, we are also hugely proud to have picked up three Lions across
the Media, Creative Data and Entertainment Lions for Music categories
and are equally proud that these successes played a part in WPP being
named as the Most Creative Company.
Whilst we couldn’t physically be in Cannes this year, we do hope that
for those of you that normally make the journey, we can get together
in person next year.
Stay safe.
Nick Lawson
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Cannes Lions Live Debate:
How is our industry fighting
climate change, and
how can we do it faster,
together?
By Gavin McGrow,
Global Strategy Director
PANEL:
Mark Read, Global CEO, WPP
Maher Nasser, Director of the
Outreach Division in the United
Nations Department of Global
Communications
Conny Braams, Chief Digital
and Marketing Officer, Unilever
Matt Brittin, President, EMEA
Business and Operations,
Google
Wendy Clark, Global CEO,
Dentsu International
Moderator:
Philip Thomas, Chairman,
Cannes Lions International
Festival of Creativity

Philip Thomas launched this critical debate
by facing the biggest tension head-on: the
advertising and marketing industry is charged
with driving consumption.

However, Dentsu’s Wendy Clark sounded a note
of optimism, pointing out that agencies and brands
are ‘filled with people who want to run towards the
most pernicious and intractable challenges.’

Global economic development has lifted billions
of people out of poverty, the panel agreed, but
sustainable consumption must become a priority.
As WPP’s Mark Read succinctly stated: “We’re in
the business of selling the right things, not just things.”

While the UN’s Maher Nasser emphatically stated
the industry’s ability to solve problems and inspire
positive change. “You DO shape behaviour.
You DO shape culture.”

Competition between agencies and brands is also a
barrier to greater collaboration across organisations,
industries and stakeholders, which will be essential to
addressing climate change, so finding the right
opportunities to work together is vital.

The pandemic has created an extraordinary
window of opportunity to do precisely that.
Google’s Matt Britten concluded: “There’s never
been a time when habits have been more broken.
Over the next 12 months, we have that opportunity
to reset habits and form new ones.”

Read added: “Competition makes people take
action, but we’re never going to solve the problem
without co-operation.”
This collaboration should range from sharing
agency emission reduction initiatives or working
with partners, such as Google, to use tech and
tools that can improve and optimise the efficiency
of business operations.
No one is under any illusions about the magnitude
of the challenge, with Unilever’s Conny Braams
recognising that ‘truly changing consumer
behaviour is really hard to do.’
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Amazon Presents: From
Sapiens to Amazon How Storytelling Shapes
Society and Marketing
By James Barnett,
Global Social & Content Manager
and Danni Beechey,
Associate Director, Global Tech Partnerships,
BLINK Consulting

SPEAKERS:
Yuval Noah Harari, Historian
and author of Sapiens, Homo
Deus, and 21 Lessons for the
21st Century
Neil Lindsay, Amazon’s
VP Marketing and Prime

Storytelling is vital to our success as human beings, it
has helped us cooperate on a large scale
and create shared concepts such as markets,
money and brands.
This thoughtful duo considered what makes
compelling stories. “It’s normally unexpected,
painful and complicated,” said Harari, who
started by drawing the parallels between society,
civilisations and the brands eager to solve the
storytelling conundrum.
The ultimate challenge for brands like Amazon is to
form stories that are interesting and truthful. However,
for Lindsey, these are the most difficult to enact:
“The best stories are the ones you don’t want to
get bigger because they get harder over time.”
Business is a battlefield between risk and invention,
but “you have to get up every day and do it again;
this is what makes it a compelling story,” adds
Lindsey, as he points to the creativity that has
emerged over the past year.
For Harari, brands have an essential play in
telling truthful stories: “Truths that focus on global
cooperation, generosity and the value of science
over illusions and conflict.”
Leaders and brands must build trust by focussing
on “competency, honesty, and benevolence,”
remarked Lindsey, who added trust is something
that must be earned every single day.
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Christie’s and Neda Whitney
Presents: NFTs, Now and Next
Neda Whitney is SVP and
Head of Marketing at Christie’s
By Gavin Reeder,
Global Account Director
NFT – or non-fungible tokens – hit the headlines earlier
this year when relatively unknown digital artist Beeple
sold a piece for $69m. That’s $15m more than Monet’s
painting Nymphéas sold for in 2014.
Is this bubble going to burst? How will NFTs be used?
Should brands get involved?
Firstly, what is an NFT? Non-fungible tokens are
blockchain assets that are designed not to be equal.
It’s a piece of digital code that can never be edited,
forged, or deleted. It can also never be in two places
at once.
NFTs allow for digital pieces to be owned and traded.
It also allows artists to get paid every time their artwork
is sold. Digital art is the most high profile use of NFTs,
but far from the only one.

They are being used in music to buy exclusive
recordings, fashion to buy clothing for virtual worlds,
and celebrities use them to sell digital merchandise.
Speaking to Whitney, Karinna Nobbs, Co-Founder of
digital fashion marketplace THE DEMATERIALISED, said
now is the time for brands to experiment in NFTs:
“There is a first-mover advantage right now as there
are so few brand NFTs in the marketplace, so
experiment, jump in early, and it will get you higher
social exposure and bring new audiences.”
While it is worth noting that “minting” NFTs uses a huge
amount of computer power, meaning more
sustainable solutions must be found. We have only
scratched the surface of NFTs so far.
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Parley Presents: Shaping the Future Through
Creativity, Collaboration and Eco-innovation
Cyrill Gutsch is CEO at Parley for the Oceans
By Robert Keal,
SEO Performance Content Planner
We depend on the oceans for our very survival and
yet our way of life is slowly but surely destroying them.
Is there a way for us to reconcile human economics
with nature’s ecosystems?
Environmental organisation Parley recognises
creativity, collaboration and eco-innovation as
solutions to our current situation. Only by working
together can we avert disasters of our own making
and build a better world for tomorrow.
Addressing three major environmental issues – the
plastic crisis, the climate crisis and the fishing crisis –
Parley is targeting marine plastic pollution, as it ties
in with all of the above.
The organisation uses the AIR Strategy,
which can be summarised as follows:

•
•
•

Avoid – steer clear of plastic products where
possible and seek ecologically aware alternatives
Intercept – locate plastic problems and ‘upcycle’
Redesign – find replacements for plastic so,
collectively, we can let it go

Partnering with adidas, Parley helped create the Ultra
Boost, a high-performance running shoe made from
recovered ocean plastic and yarn developed from a
72-kilometre-long gill net. It is an incredible example of
how the problem can become part of the solution.
Gutsch said: “It’s very hard to deny you’re part of the
problem when you’re seeing products in the belly of
a whale or bird that could be yours.”
Additionally, Parley’s partnership with Cannes Lions will
see reclaimed polyamide fishing nets – a key threat to
life in the oceans – transformed into the iconic Lion
trophies.
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The Value of
Creativity in a
Post-Pandemic
World
Eleanor Russell,
SEO Performance
Content Manager

PANEL:
Tracey Follows,
Founder, CEO,
FUTUREMADE
Ana Andjelic,
Chief Brand Officer,
Banana Republic
Moderator:
Philip Thomas, Chairman,
Cannes Lions International
Festival of Creativity

As part of the Creative Crossover series, Tracey Follows,
Founder and CEO of FUTUREMADE, and Ana Andjelic, Chief
Brand Officer at Banana Republic, joined host Kabir Ahuja
to debate a series of challenging statements around
changing consumer behaviours and creative marketing.
The conversation looked at the move towards virtual
worlds and how the pandemic accelerated the use
of technology. Now, rather than creative marketing
lagging one step behind technology, the two are
working side by side to deliver innovative and
incredible virtual experiences.
They moved on to look at creativity and what it means
in an era when customers can personalise, customise
and reinterpret products themselves. Andjelic added:
“Everyone is a creator these days and has creative
freedom”.
Follows says Gen Z is spearheading the movement to a
more personalised brand experience, using their own
identity to create content and become part of the brand.
The panel concluded with a debate on the Next Normal.
Both Follows and Andjelic agree that the creators that can
swiftly adapt to the new normal will be the most successful.
Follows noted: “The post-pandemic world will force
creatives to adapt to consumers in real-time”, while
Andjelic predicted shorter horizons for planning, with
brands making scenario plans and using a more
responsive, proactive approach.
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Cannes Lions
Final Day wrap-up
By Vanessa Newkirk,
Global Head of Platform Activation,
Blink Consulting at Mediacom
The final day of Cannes was the highlight of the week,
with Lions awarded for the best of the best among
agencies and creative work.
The use of creative formats to bring education and
awareness was a significant theme. One of the most
talked-about and awarded winners was Wombstories
from Essity-owned feminine hygiene brand, Libresse.
The campaign, created by AMV BBDO, highlights
women’s health issues.
WoManikin, from JOAN Creative, is another piece of
award-winning work born out of a shocking data point.
Women are 27% less likely than men to receive CPR
from bystanders because of their breasts, which
inspired the campaign to normalise female bodies.

The Film Grand Prix went to Lacoste’s beautiful spot
about the heated emotions one feels in relationships
called “The Crocodile Inside”. Repeat winner Burger
King scooped Brand of the Festival (it has scored won
nine Lions, notably for Mouldy Whopper), and WK
Portland took the Independent Agency award via
their work for Nike.
The final day also saw interviews with jury presidents,
including Susan Credle, Chief Creative Officer at FCB
Global. She talked about the importance of trust
between brands and agencies in creating awardwinning work. Meanwhile, celebrity-turned-marketer
Ryan Reynolds advised brands to “fail fast”.
While the Festival was well-produced and worked hard
to show the personable side of awards via winner
“reaction bumpers”, a virtual Cannes is no substitute
for the real thing.
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WGSN Presents: The Future Consumer 2023
Carla Buzasi is CEO and president of WGSN
By Sam Learmonth, Global Art Director
Trend forecaster WGSN outlined a series of emerging
trends that concentrated on the Covid pandemic
and lockdown after effects.
Focusing on key areas such as our emotional
responses, personality types and things we should
consider moving forward, it was a cocktail of the
obvious and the unlikely but with a few genuinely
interesting points.
WGSN’s Carla Buzasi suggested the industry should
think more about appealing to people emotionally
following the recent uncertainty, but she also noted
an increase in emotional “numbness”.
Created by a loss of the usual structure of our days
and years combined with the fear and apprehension
of the past 18 months, it has left people feeling less
engaged with society. For instance, charities have
taken a hit.

These factors mean people will respond positively to
nostalgia and messages of reassurance and comfort.
We will see people disconnecting from things that
cause stress, for example, using more adblockers and
choosing reassuring and easy options that provide
structure, such as auto-refill subscriptions.
WGSN suggests we engage
with four key behavioural trends
•
•
•

•

Predictability – making consumers feel safe
and secure and making things stress free
Diversification – new work practices, increasing
self-care, prioritising family and friends
Shoppertainment – merging advertising with
content that people want to engage with will be
increasingly important as people disconnect with
traditional advertising, both emotionally and
technologically (e.g. ad blockers)
The Metaverse – a longer-term trend that
transcends the pandemic, where AR and real-life
will increasingly merge
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Goodby Silverstein
& Partners Present:
Innovate Or Die
By Sam Learmonth,
Global Art Director,
and Dmitry Anureev,
Creative Systems Lead,
Mediacom Russia

SPEAKERS:
Margaret Johnson,
Chief Creative Partner,
Goodby Sliversten
& Partners
Rachel Ferdinando,
SVP and chief marketing
officer, Frito-Lay North
America

An intriguing if slightly misleading title for the session,
which was a conversation between two passionate
industry leaders about innovation in all of its forms.
Johnson and Ferdinando discussed different types of
innovation and ways to disrupt audiences through the
lens of work, including Doritos, Tostito and Cheetos,
and how they have established a culture of innovation
within their teams.
Instead of focusing on particular innovations, they looked
at the powerful and innovative leadership mindset that
sees opportunities instead of barriers, inspires teams to
create new experiences on behalf of brands and for
consumers, and disrupts, provokes and pushes boundaries.
Through their favourite campaigns, they highlighted the
need to create a trusting and collaborative relationship
between brands and their agencies, to work innovatively
and to deliver long-term growth and success for both.
The work shown included:
The ‘Flat Matthew’ campaign for 3D Doritos that premiered
during the Superbowl. It’s basically a two-dimensional
Matthew McConaughey looking for something to make his
life feel less flat.
Following their advert for Doritos Cool Ranch, where Lil Nas
X and Sam Elliot have a cowboy dance off, they partnered
with Sway to release an App which would create a deep
fake version of you recreating the dance moves.
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The Sustainable Development
Goals Lions Debrief
By Simona Zykaite,
Senior Research
Executive,
Global Insight

JURY:
President:
Eduardo Maruri,
CEO Grey Europe
Natalie Samarasinghe,
CEO, United Nations
Association UK
Mara Fernandez,
Associate Publisher,
Produ
Winners:
Grand Prix:
Doconomy’s
The 2030 Calculator

Gold Winners:
The Commitment for CCWD
by VMLY&R Brazil, Sao Paulo
Naming the Invisible by Digital Birth
Registration for Telenor Pakistan
by Ogilvy Pakistan, Islamabad
#StillSpeakingUpDeepTruth for Propuesta
Cívica + Reporters Sans Frontieres by Publicis
Mexico, Mexico City & Publicis Latvia, Riga
Sustainability is a hot topic right now for
companies, brands and consumers. So it is
no surprise that entries for campaigns that
focus on the planet are growing.
An emerging trend this year was the
application of technology to solve
sustainability issues. As evident by most of
the entries, tech is indispensable but, what
separated the winners from the other
entries, was the scalability of the idea.

That does not mean every complex problem
needs a complex solution, and simplicity of
ideas and executions were acknowledged
and praised.
Speaking about Gold Prize winner, The
Commitment, Grey's Eduardo Maruri said:
"It's a pure example of creativity, which
is a simple solution. Creative has to solve
the problem."
The cross-sector collaboration work also
stood out, particularly where partners had
given real thought to the strategy, execution,
and timing to create a profound impact for
everyone involved.
Eduardo notes that while the industry is
evolving, it's clear there is still a lot of work
to be done. He added: "We have to keep
pushing our brands further to do more than
just picking up the trash or be CO2 neutral;
that is not enough in the year 2021.
We need to do more."
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The Media Lions Debrief
By Phillip Dyte,
Global Strategy Director
JURY:
President:
Phillipa Brown
Worldwide CEO, PHD

Three strong trends emerged at this year’s Media
Lions driven by the pandemic, but also broader
digital development and social change, according
to Phillipa Brown, chair of the Media Lions Jury.
Speaking with Arif Durrani, Executive Editor EMEA,
Bloomberg, Brown highlighted the key themes:
•
•
•

Big businesses and brands helping
smaller businesses and brands
Gamification and its ability to speak
to hard-to-reach groups
Data-derived insights linking directly
through to high impact work

The debrief covered four pieces of work.

Always, Rabbi Bot
(Israel, MediaCom Connections Israel)
Orthodox Jewish women cannot have contact with
their husbands for seven days after menstruation. If
unsure, they must show their sanitary pad to a Rabbi
who will decide. Always created a Rabbi-sanctioned
app that used AI to make this decision instead.
AT&T, Codes of Culture
(US, Hearts & Science)
US three-digit local area codes had, over time,
inadvertently become potent local signifiers of
belonging. AT&T capitalised on this by creating
hyperlocal adverts celebrating those area codes
powered by crowd-submitted imagery.
ABInBev, Ultra Courtside
(US, FCB/Dentsu)
The pandemic left the NBA facing empty seats, so
ABInBev partnered with Microsoft to install 17-foot
digital video boards that fans could win ‘seats’ by
scanning beer bottles. Clever use of celebrity made
this a hot commodity.
Telenor Pakistan, Naming the Invisible
(Pakistan, Ogilvy)
One of two Grand Prix winners, this was a truly ‘big’
media idea. Partnering with Unicef, Telenor created
Digital Birth Registration, helping to register babies, thus
giving them access to medical care, education, social
security, and legal protection.
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Showcasing
innovation
and creativity
It wasn’t Cannes Lions as we have
known it, but it was great to have
the prestigious Festival back in 2021.
Here, we spotlight the innovation
and creativity that scooped us three
Lions, while also celebrating some of
our favourite winning work from the
WPP network.
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Pokémon P25 Music by
The Pokémon Company International,
MediaCom Creative Systems,
UMG and Media Monks
With a massive year-long celebration
planned for the 25th anniversary of
Pokémon, a breakthrough tentpole
experience was essential to launch the
P25 music campaign. What better way
than to score a #1 hit on Spotify?
Pokémon is a premier entertainment franchise
with a loyal and passionate fan base, but The
Pokémon Company International wanted to
create a mainstream pop culture moment
that would continue to raise its profile and
grow its audience.

GOLD
Entertainment
Lion for Music

This was created through a partnership with
another 25-year-old force of pop, Post Malone,
to create a stunning virtual concert experience.
It launched on February 27th, better known as
Pokémon Day, on its dedicated P25 website, and
on the Pokémon YouTube and Twitch channels.
Viewers from around the world tuned in to see
the virtual Post Malone set, including a cover
of the 25-year-old hit, Only Want To Be With
You, by Hootie and The Blowfish, mixed with
the soundtrack from Pokémon video games.
The virtual concert experience featured a
motion-captured version of Post Malone along
with 30 iconic Pokémon, while also showcasing
the vast world of Pokémon as the rapper soared
through a variety of different backdrops.
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BRONZE

Dogvertising by
Pedigree and
MediaCom Croatia
When intense competition from rival
brands started biting into Pedigree
Dentastix’s market share, MediaCom
Croatia created a new genre of
marketing to get back out in front.
Dogvertising is a truly creative and
innovative use of data and insight.
Inspired by the insights that dog owners are
most engaged with their pets when out on
walks and that dogs are exempt from the
EU’s stringent GDPR rules on tracking people,
Dogvertising is a personalised digital
outdoor campaign.
Using facial recognition software and machine
learning (meaning no personal data is actually
collected), the agency created an algorithm
that sensed when a dog passed by and
applied it to a live video stream across a
network of outdoor digital sites.

Creative
Data Lions

The campaign creative was triggered when
any creature with fur, four legs or a wagging
tail was detected, delivering 100% relevance
with every impression. The algorithm could also
recognise the size of each passing animal,
splitting them into small, medium and large
breeds, triggering content showing a similarsized dog and the relevant Pedigree treat.
Dogvertising demonstrated 99.8% accuracy in
detecting dogs and relevant content meant
dwell time soared to 13.5 seconds, four times
higher than any other Pedigree campaign.
Sales rose by 106% when the campaign was
viewed in proximity to a store.
Speaking during the Creative Data Lions
Debrief, Marko Matejčić, Head of Insights at
MediaCom, said the agency is now
considering rolling out this successful and multiaward-winning campaign across other
markets worldwide.
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BRONZE

Rabbi Bot by Always
and MediaCom
Connections Israel
Rabbi Bot by Always shows just how
powerful creativity can be when it
changes a community’s life for the
better. This purpose-driven app
empowers orthodox Jewish women
by offering a real solution to an
uncomfortable and distressing
problem that dates back 5,000 years.
Jewish purity laws mean women are not allowed
to have contact with their husbands for seven
days after menstruation. At the end of their
period, women need to count seven clean days
and take a ritual bath before having sex again.
Historically, this also involved a monthly in-person
consultation with a rabbi, who would inspect
a women’s sanitary pad for spotting before
giving her the “green light”. It is embarrassing
and time-consuming for women who want to
practice their faith without worry.

Media
Lions

We created the Rabbi Bot to tackle this age-old
issue. The AI app, approved by the Jewish
rabbinical authority, scans a woman’s sanitary
pad and compares it with thousands of previous
cases and the Jewish law. It then assesses if
menstruation is over.
Rabbi Bot was introduced to women by the
attendants, also known as Mikvehs, at the ritual
baths. They served as ambassadors for the app
by explaining how to download and use it while
offering additional support on periods from
Always with leaflets and brochures.
The multi-award-winning app saw 9,000 women
log in during the first month. It has also
generated buzz in the Orthodox community and
beyond. At the same time, this elegant and
modern solution boosted Always’ brand equity
among Orthodox Jewish women.
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SILVER

Say it Proud by Head & Shoulders
and MediaCom Indonesia
Head & Shoulders won over
Indonesian shoppers with this playful
and fun campaign to overcome a
language barrier, catapulting it from
a challenger brand to market leader
in 2019.
When the brand realised it was its name that
was holding back consumers, it decided to
celebrate the troubles Indonesians faced
pronouncing it.
More than 700 languages are spoken across
the island nation, but none of them are
English. The sounds required to say Head &
Shoulders don’t really exist for Indonesians so
they found it very hard to pronounce.
Shoppers were only buying Head & Shoulders
when they didn’t have to ask for it in stores
and using its simpler-to-pronounce
competitors when they did.

To eliminate the worry of saying it wrong,
Head & Shoulders encouraged Indonesians to
say it their way and “Say it Proud”, reinforcing
its brand values of building confidence.
The first step to was to acknowledge the
problem in a comical way. It released blooper
clips of veteran brand ambassador, actor and
martial artist, Jo Taslim, mispronouncing the
brand during a TV advert shoot.
The clip scored 1 million organic views in one
hour, racking up more than 18 million views
and 34,000 likes. It snowballed, quickly
catching the attention of social media
influencers and, even, other brands, who
quickly created their own versions. It has
reached 243 million impressions so far.

WARC
Effectiveness Awards
Collaboration
and Culture

The campaign climaxed on Indonesia’s
Independence Day when Head & Shoulders
hijacked social media to celebrate the
country’s diversity of languages and dialects,
as well as creating TV spots and customised
radio spots featuring consumers. Finally, it
produced more than 300 bottles of shampoo
featuring different pronunciations.
This campaign was a massive viral hit. Head
& Shoulders market share grew by 16% and
overall sales by 13%, outperforming both the
category and its direct competition.

It followed this up by collating the most
common mispronunciations such as Heten
& Solijers and Hed & Solder, and tweaking
Google verbal and written search to accept
all versions.
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Celebrating success
around the WPP Network
Grand Prix, Direct Lions
Grand Prix, Brand Experience & Activation Lions
Grand Prix, Social & Influencer Lions
Stevenage Challenge by Burger King, DAVID
Madrid and DAVID Miami
This triple Grand Prix winner turned the use of
sports celebrities on its head by eschewing high
profile but expensive sponsorship deals in
favour of challenging fans to lift up a littleknown English team.

Burger King then turned to food fans, football
fans and gamers and invited them to join the
Stevenage Challenge. The goal was to make
this small real-life team into one of the biggest
online. Everyone was invited to choose
Stevenage, bring in the top players and
share goals on Twitter.
Players were incentivised to share goals and
pictures with rewards, such as free Burger King
food. Other rewards could be earned by taking
part in a series of in-game challenges that
ranged from simply scoring a goal to scoring
a free kick.

When Burger King was revealed as the official
shirt sponsor of fourth-division Stevenage FC,
it sent a wave of surprise through the sporting
world. However, the brand had realised that
Stevenage FC might be at the bottom of the
division but it would still feature in the popular
FIFA 20 video game.

Within hours social media was awash with
pictures of some of the world’s leading players
sporting Burger King-sponsored Stevenage kits.
The real-life team sold out of shirts for the first
time in its history.

The shirt deal meant Burger King would feature
in the game too, alongside the world’s biggest
and best players and teams and, of course,
their high-paying sponsors, but without the
multi-million price tag.

It generated a major global buzz turning tiny
real-life Stevenage into one of the biggest
teams online. More than 25,000 goals were
shared online, and Stevenage became the
most used team in career mode.

Grand Prix, Media Lions
Grand Prix, Mobile Lions
Naming the Invisible by Digital Birth Registration
by Telenor Pakistan, Unicef and Ogilvy Pakistan
With more than 60 million children in Pakistan
without birth certificates, often due to complex
social and economic factors, Telenor Pakistan,
Unicef and Ogilvy Pakistan partnered to make
a real change to their lives through Digital
Birth Registration.
Unregistered children are denied access to
medical care, education and social security,
and they have nothing to protect them from
child labour or underage marriage.
The challenge is simple: birth registration is
nearly impossible in many places, especially if
children are born at home, in remote locations
or while displaced. Due to these difficulties,
almost 5,000 children are born in Pakistan every
day that are invisible to the state.
Leveraging the widespread penetration of
mobile devices across Pakistan, the partners
created a simple SMS app that receives and

reports birth counts by authorised community
leaders, health workers, teacher and education
and medical staff.
In addition, it ensures basic information is taken,
such as parent’s names, address and phone
number. The incoming birth counts and data
are cross-referenced with local government
official databases. Children are registered in
just 10 minutes, compared to three days in the
past, and this valuable data creates a legal
route to getting a birth certificate.
With 1.2 million children now documented, 50%
of whom are girls, some districts in Pakistan are
approaching universal registrations, a first for
the country. There has been a 300% increase in
registrations with a less than 1% rejection rate.
The data collected through the Digital Birth
Registration is now helping the government
plan more effectively for vaccination drives
and its awareness programmes around child
marriage and infant mortality. This innovative
and valuable model is now being replicated
in other countries, including Myanmar.
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For more, please visit:
https://www.mediacom.com/en/articles/thinking/mediacom-at-cannes-lions-2021

